Multispectral video acquisition using spectral sweep camera.
This paper proposes a novel multispectral video acquisition method for dynamic scenes by using the Spectral-Sweep camera. To fully utilize the redundancies of multispectral videos in the spatial, temporal and spectral dimensions, we propose a Complex Optical Flow (COF) method that could extract the spatial and spectral signal variations between adjacent spectral-sweep frames. A complex L 1-norm constrained optimization algorithm is proposed to compute the COF maps, with which we recover the entire multispectral video by temporally propagating the captured spectral-sweep frames under the guidance of reconstructed COF maps. We demonstrate the promising accuracy of reconstructing full spatial and temporal sensor resolution multispectral videos with our method both quantitatively and qualitatively. Compared with state-of-the-art multispectral imagers, our computational multispectral imaging system can significantly reduce the hardware complexities, while achieves comparable or even better performance.